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To understand the route choices of public transport users, it is important to know the information
available to them, and the context present at that moment. In fact, each choice situation in a
transport network has different characteristics and possibilities, also depending on the current
status of the transport network. In this regard, travel diaries based on tracking technologies can
capture precise observations for a long term. In this work, we exploit a large-scale tracking
dataset, collected through a mode detection algorithm, to understand route choices of public
transport users. We propose a choice set generation algorithm, able to cover more than 94% of the
collected trips without any computational constraint. We compare the users’ paths in the public
transport network with different choice sets, under multiple performance indicators, including
coverage, size, and fit. This latter is computed by the estimation of a Path Size Logit model.
The use of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data allows comparing the available paths in
terms of public transport vehicles used. We also consider different information provisions of
network conditions and disturbances (full knowledge, no knowledge and current knowledge), and
study which information provision best represents the choice set inferred by the observed users’
behaviour. Estimating a Mixed Path Size Logit model, we identified high heterogeneity among the
users in only a few aspects. Overall, a condition of no knowledge results as the best fit, i.e. users
seem to take into account in a minor way the realized delays in the alternatives considered when
deciding their public transport route.

1. Introduction
The route choices of passengers in public transport networks can depend on different factors, which make complex the problem of
their understanding. In order to understand the passengers’ route choices and identify their main characteristics, it is necessary to
identify the available alternatives. The literature identifies two problems: the choice model, determining the actual chosen route out of
a small set (choice set); and the identification of a choice set from a large set of all possible alternatives called the universal set (Bovy,
2009). We focus on the latter problem, the choice set (CS) generation, which focuses on identifying all and only the relevant alter
natives, which more realistically are taken into consideration during the choice process of the passengers. We solve this problem by
means of a novel CS generation algorithm, able to identify all possible alternatives given some fixed constraints. Such an algorithm is
fast and accurate, with a minimal computation time (in the order of seconds for a large network), with more than 94% of collected trips
covered by the CS, and a high fit in the resulting choice models. In addition, the approach is flexible, as it can consider alternatives as
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sequences of public transport lines or vehicles, more detailed than the commonly used definition of alternative as a sequence of stops.
The different context and information available to passengers, when making each different choice, are difficult to model through a
stated preference survey. Instead, revealed preference surveys relate to the real choices of passengers in their context and can
potentially explain more details on the choices. Nevertheless, these surveys require more resources and are more difficult to analyse. In
this context, passive tracking and mode detection algorithms can help to reduce the burden on the users and collect more easily a
dataset, which can fairly well represent the passengers’ choices.
We test our CS generation algorithm on automatically collected travel diaries from a large amount of users for long time (order of
weeks). Therefore, we compare the chosen public transport route with the available alternatives, which are defined by considering
different information provisions for the users. The use of realized operation data allows detecting the exact vehicle used and the
available alternatives in that specific moment (i.e. with the realized conditions of the network, possibly delayed). For this study, we
collected travel diaries of a sample of Zürich citizens travelling for 3 weeks in their city. Regarding the data collection methods, we
refer to Marra et al. (2019). Therefore, the focus of this work is on the CS generation algorithm and its evaluation in terms of coverage,
computation speed and fit. About the latter, we estimated a Path Size Logit model, which validates the results of the CS generation
algorithm.
We illustrate the capabilities of the algorithm on the analysis of the available alternatives based on different information provisions,
to understand the observed route choices. Based on the available Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data, we studied different in
formation provisions of realized network conditions and disturbances: no knowledge; perfect knowledge; and current knowledge, i.e.
knowledge of the conditions at the begin of the trip. Those three conditions result in three different CSs.
We assume that if a CS, based on a specific information provision, performs on the observed choices better than another one, based
on a different information provision, given the same choice model, the former CS describes better than the latter the alternatives
considered by the users in their choice process. This allows understanding how information affected the CS, which we assume as a
proxy for how the passengers used information that might have been available to them during their choice process. Therefore, the
information is accounted in the CS generation, and the same Path Size Logit model is estimated with different CSs. In this sense, we
obtained the best fit assuming no knowledge of network conditions, resulting in an R2 value of 0.65.
Such a study has implications on the design of route recommender engines, and how to best inform users (frequency/availability of
en-route updates) about the realized delays of the network.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• A computationally efficient (running in a few seconds on a standard computer) choice set generation algorithm is proposed, based
on constrained enumeration, and able to work with dynamic operation description, and different information provisions. The
algorithm is evaluated on a large-scale tracking survey, collected from GPS data and automatic mode and vehicle detection,
obtaining high precision both in terms of coverage (more than 94%) and model estimation (high R2 and reasonable parameters).
• Aspects of choice sets rarely considered in literature are analysed, such as: the CS size and relevance of a path; the assumed walking
distance; trips with transfers; and two levels of details are considered, namely representing public transport stages as sequences of
vehicles, or lines.
• The users’ choices are evaluated according to different information provisions of network conditions: no knowledge, current
knowledge and perfect knowledge. Multiple Path Size Logit models, also including panel effects, are estimated with different CSs to
understand the information provision better representing the passengers’ choices. The results show how information provision
results in significantly different choices sets, which allowed understanding the most likely information provision that each user
considers when determining the possible alternatives for their route choice. In addition, heterogeneity has been identified among
users regarding information provision, perception of a few travel time components and assumed walking distance.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the state of the art; Section 3 describes the datasets used and briefly introduces
the mode detection; Section 4 presents the CS generation algorithm; Section 5 describes the way we evaluate the model, under different
assumptions on information provisions; Section 6 shows the results; Section 7 discusses the results and their policy implications;
Section 8 contains the conclusions.
2. State of the art
2.1. Choice set generation
Transport networks tend to offer a large number of alternative paths between a given origin and a given destination. The
enumeration of all possible alternatives is not feasible in practice and it is unlikely that passengers take into account all of them
(Gentile and Noekel, 2016). Therefore, to model the possible choices considered, an often used paradigm splits the choice process into
a selection of relevant alternative paths (CS generation), and a selection of a choice out of the selected alternatives (choice model); this
latter can be finally observed in real life (Bovy, 2009). We focus on the former step. A CS generation algorithm must be able to identify
all and only the relevant paths. In this sense, a CS must guarantee high coverage, in terms of the ability to observe the passenger’s path.
It must also guarantee high precision, in terms of including only relevant paths. However, what is a relevant path cannot be objectively
defined, making challenging the assessment of the CS quality.
Most of the work on route CS generation are focused on car trips (Rasmussen et al., 2016) rather than public transport trips. In
addition, most of the proposed techniques are used (in different works) both for road and transit networks. Nevertheless, the two
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networks have important differences, such as, the transit network has less possible connections in space, but instead both timetable and
transfers must be taken into account.
Most of the CS generation algorithms proposed in literature are heuristics, which need to find a compromise between the quality of
the CS and the computation time. They can be divided in deterministic and stochastic. Among the deterministic, a basic approach is a
K-shortest path based algorithm (e.g. Yen, 1971), which is known to generate too similar routes (Prato, 2009). Labelling approaches
consist on identifying the shortest path using different cost functions, assuming several objectives for the user (Ben-Akiva et al., 1984).
Link elimination algorithms eliminate one or more links from the least cost path before identifying the next least cost path (RieserSchüssler et al., 2013). Nassir et al. (2015) proposed a time-dependent K-shortest path with link elimination and constraints on
maximum transfers, walking distance and waiting time, to identify a set of possible access stops. Similarly, De la Barra et al. (1993)
proposed a link penalty approach, which after identifying the least cost path, gives a penalty to the cost of links of the identified path.
A different group of deterministic algorithms is formed by the constrained enumeration methods, which rely on a different
behavioural assumption. Instead of identifying minimum cost paths, they assume users choose routes according to several rules (Prato,
2009). In this context, Friedrich et al. (2001) proposed a branch and bound method that enumerates all possible paths given some
constraints, as the maximum number of transfers and dominated connections. Hoogendoorn-Lanser et al. (2007) generated CSs in a
multimodal transport corridor in the Netherlands, given constraints on several factors, such as time, space and money. Typically,
rationality of the users can be assumed in order to filter those unreasonable paths which would not be rational choices; for instance a
path visiting twice the same stop. Cats (2011) developed a recursive search method with exclusion of unreasonable alternatives using
filtering rules based on walking distance, in-vehicle time and number of transfers. Tan et al. (2007) used a recursive search to find all
possible paths, given constraints on the time and transfers. Since all these methods are heuristics, there is not a specific reason to prefer
one approach to another. Nevertheless, constrained enumeration methods are the most used in the recent works and achieve the
highest performances (Bovy, 2009), in terms of coverage level of observed routes and estimation quality of estimated choice models.
Stochastic CS generation algorithms include a stochastic factor in the generation of each path. Therefore, repeated paths are
computed and new paths are added to the current CS (Fiorenzo-Catalano, 2007; Frejinger et al., 2009). A stochastic factor can be
considered both in network attributes (e.g. travel time, waiting time, etc.) and in their perception by the users. Fiorenzo-Catalano
(2007) proposed a doubly stochastic approach for multi-modal networks, including private vehicles. In their work, both link attributes
and behavioural parameters are randomized. They stated that, with a correct calibration of the underlying parameters, this method
guarantees heterogeneous paths with reasonable computational costs.
As discussed by Rasmussen et al. (2016), in a schedule-based public transport network a path can be considered at different levels of
detail. Some possibilities are: (1) vehicle level, in terms of vehicles used (i.e. specific run of a line, as in this work); (2) line level, in
terms of lines used (Rasmussen et al., 2016); (3) stop level, in terms of stops passed, regardless of the lines used (Cats, 2011). Vehicle or
line levels can be combined with stop level, considering also the stops where boarding, transferring and alighting occur. The chosen
level of detail can affect significantly the computation time and the evaluation of the CS.
The evaluation of a CS generation algorithm in multi-modal public transport is rarely proposed, since a detailed revealed preference
survey might be necessary. In fact, according to Meyer de Freitas et al. (2019), stated preference surveys have disadvantages in
modelling route choices in a multi-modal network, given the high number of available alternatives and the response burden required.
In addition, they can produce biased results due to framing effects (Meyer de Freitas et al., 2019; Beck et al., 2017). Bovy (2009)
identified as common evaluation indicators the coverage of observed routes in the relative CSs and the estimation quality of an
estimated choice model. The coverage is usually referred to as the percentage of observed routes that are fully (or partially) included in
the relative generated CSs. Rasmussen et al. (2016) evaluated their algorithm using a questionnaire-based survey, resulting in a
collection of travel diaries. The observed paths are therefore map-matched to the transport network. They evaluated the CS coverage
(at stop level), obtaining a value above 90% (considering 100% of overlap) for some of the proposed configurations. Nevertheless,
these configurations tend to build CSs with counterintuitive paths. In a previous work (Anderson et al., 2014), they showed a line-level
coverage of 78% for CSs of average size of 40.4. Rieser-Schüssler et al. (2014) evaluated their doubly stochastic CS generation al
gorithm using a GPS-based survey. Automatic mode detection and map-matching to the Zürich public transport network are per
formed, and validated by the users. Unfortunately, only 193 trips have been analysed, obtaining a coverage of 77%. Based on GPS data,
there are also studies focused on car trips, such as Rieser-Schüssler et al. (2013). They applied a breadth first search with link elim
ination, obtaining a coverage of 63% for CSs of size 20 and 73% for CSs of size 100.
We believe some important aspects, which can provide an additional value to a CS generation algorithm, are missing in literature.
To the best of our knowledge, small attention is given to the analysis of the CS size, in terms of which paths are relevant and should be
included in a CS. A large CS size affects negatively the efficiency of the algorithm, while a small CS can affect its precision in terms of
coverage. The CS size is an important aspect potentially affecting the correctness of the parameter estimation (see the recent discussion
in Zimmermann and Frejinger, 2020). In addition, the definition of relevant path is subjective, dependent on assumptions of rationality
(exploited in labelling approaches) and often hardly quantifiable or justifiable against real life behaviour, making difficult the selection
of the CS size. A second missing aspect is that no work has ever used simultaneously realized data of both operations (AVL data) and
passengers (tracking or automatic fare collection systems) to improve and adapt a CS generation algorithm. Finally, no work has ever
evaluated different information provisions for passengers, comparing different CSs for the same trip. This comparison can be useful to
understand which information a passenger has (and/or likely used) and if the passenger’s choices adapt to network disturbances. In
fact, a CS based on a given information provision represents the relevant alternatives, assuming that information available. Therefore,
we assume, considering a small number of exemplary information provisions, the one associated to the CS matching best the pas
senger’s choices represents best the information available. We based such an analysis on some of the assumption and results from the
literature. In this sense, information acquisition is identified as a component for CS formation by Bovy (2009). In addition, Jiang et al.
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(2019) identified that some travellers do not make use of real-time traffic information and they assumed information is costly, in terms
of acquiring and processing it. In this context, but for car trips, Ding-Mastera et al. (2019) investigated drivers’ ability to plan ahead
and utilize real-time information.
2.2. Route choice behaviour
Most of the mentioned work combined a CS generation algorithm with the estimation of a route choice behavioural model. The
purpose is either to validate a CS generation algorithm estimating a route choice model (Rasmussen et al., 2016; Ton et al., 2018), or to
use a CS to estimate a behavioural model and explain the users’ behaviour in the specific test case (Anderson et al., 2014). In this
context, Bovy (2009) argued the modelling steps of choice set generation and choice modelling should be explicitly separated since
they are distinct mental processes of a traveller. One of the first works estimating transit route choice at individual level is Bovy and
Hoogendoorn-Lanser (2005), using a Hierarchical Nested Logit Model and a Multi-Nested GEV Model. Nevertheless, their analysis is
based on only 235 observations, and focuses on routes with train as primary mode. In recent works, for route choice estimation, the
most used model is the Path Size Logit, a variant of the Multinomial Logit Model introducing a correction term for overlapping paths
(Anderson et al., 2014; Montini et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2015). Anderson et al. (2014) estimated a Mixed Path Size Correction Logit in
the multimodal public transport network of the Greater Copenhagen Area, obtaining an adjusted R2 of 0.45. Rasmussen et al. (2016)
tested different levels of stochasticity in their CS generation algorithm and analysed the stability of the parameters of the estimated
route choice models. The highest R2 obtained is equal to 0.66, even if the estimation of transfer-related parameters is reported to be
affected by the level of stochasticity in their model. An interesting contribution is given by Montini et al. (2017), estimating a Path Size
Logit on public transport trips, reported as travel diaries collected from GPS traces of people travelling in Zürich (only 273), obtaining
an R2 of 0.595. Nassir et al. (2015) adopted a Nested Logit model, including a correction term based on the Path Size Logit, to identify
the access stop choice.
Finally, it is important to mention the existence of methods studying user behaviour without explicitly generating a CS, such as the
recursive logit (RL, Fosgerau et al., 2013). We see RL models as an alternative approach and applicable for a similar study (with the
appropriate changes). To the best of our knowledge, and as reported in Zimmermann and Frejinger (2020), only one work applied the
recursive logit to a multi-modal transport network (Meyer de Freitas et al., 2019). The work reports on very heavy computational
requirements for RL approaches, against which our methods compare favourably (see Section 6.2). Those computational requirements
suggested the authors to simplify the transport network into a static network, i.e. without considering realized arrival/departure times
of public transport. This would not allow understanding a key issue at the focus of the present paper, namely the impact of transit
information in case of actually disturbed operations (See Section 6.4). Finally, without explicitly generating a CS, it is not easily
possible to make considerations on the relevance of an alternative and the CS size (see Section 6.3).
3. Tracking survey and datasets
A key aspect of the present work is the use of realized data for both passengers and operations. We based our analysis on urban trips
of Zürich residents. Therefore, we used realized data of all the public transport vehicles travelling in the city, including trains, trams
and buses (Swiss Federal Office of Transport, 2019). For each day, the arrival and departure times of each vehicle at each stop are
provided, both planned and realized. This allows making more detailed analyses, compared to using only the planned timetable, since
the different network conditions of each day are considered.
The passengers’ data are collected through a tracking survey based on a smartphone application, the ETH-IVT Travel Diary, able to
continuously collect GPS data for multiple weeks, without affecting the battery consumption (Marra et al., 2019). The user interaction
is reduced to a minimum, consisting only in installing the application. Therefore, a mode detection algorithm is applied to identify the
recorded movements. Zürich residents were invited to participate in the study, offering them a compensation of 20 CHF. The survey
consisted of answering a starting and an ending questionnaire, installing the app and letting it run for at least three weeks. Table 1
provides general statistics on the survey. Despite invited people were selected without any specific criteria, the participants are on
average young and highly educated (most of the people with only mandatory school degree are still studying). This is probably due to
the nature of the task, which requires familiarity with smartphones, or to the offered compensation, which can be more attractive for
younger people. Nevertheless, the representativeness of the sample is not a key aspect for this work.
3.1. Mode detection
The GPS raw data are processed to identify activities, trips and stages and automatically infer the transport mode used. First, the
Table 1
Tracking survey information.
Period
Participants
average age
% female
occupation
education

03/04/2019–02/06/2019
172
32.6
43%
63% workers; 25% students; 7% both; 5% other
54% university or high professional; 36% high school; 10% mandatory school
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GPS points are classified as activities or trips, identifying areas with high-density of points as activities, and the connection between the
activities as trips. Afterwards, a segmentation step divides trips in walk-stages and other-stages, based on the points’ speed. Finally, a
mode detection algorithm classifies the other-stages as public transport or private stages, comparing the users’ GPS traces with the
realized paths of the operations. In particular, if a user’s stage begins and ends at the same time and at the same place of a public
transport vehicle, the stage is marked as performed on that vehicle; otherwise, the stage is assumed as private, and it is classified as a
car or bike stage afterwards. Therefore, a key aspect of the mode detection algorithm is the identification of the exact public transport
vehicle used. In particular, the algorithm detects the following information for each public transport stage: the mode (Bus, Tram or
Train), the line, the specific vehicle of that line, the user’s departure stop and time, the user’s arrival stop and time. More details on the
mode detection algorithm are in Marra et al. (2019). We exploit this feature of the mode imputation, able to pin point the exact vehicle,
in the analyses performed in the present paper regarding the choice set.
Table 2 shows the general results of the GPS data processing applied to the collected dataset. While activities, trips, walks and stages
are always identified, the mode detection is limited to stages inside the city of Zürich. Therefore, considering only the trips inside the
city, and assuming trips with transfers as performed by only one mode, the mode share is the following: walk 23%, public transport
38%, car 15%, bike 13%, mixed 10% (public and private). Despite our dataset has not been selected to be representative of the
population, the mode share is very close to official reports (Stadt Zürich (2020), reporting 41% of modal split for public transport),
especially for public transport trips, the only one studied in detail in this paper.
In this work, we consider only public transport trips, i.e. trips using only and at least one public transport vehicle. Therefore, we
assume that people did not consider private or alternative transport modes for these trips. Table 3 shows more details on the public
transport trips. Interesting is that 40% of the trips are performed with at least one transfer, making the route choice problem more
challenging compared to direct connections.
With tracking and automatic mode detection, it is possible to build large-scale travel diaries with low efforts, since the burden on
the users is reduced to a minimum. Knowing the exact public transport vehicle used for each trip would require a constant participation
that can be hard to obtain for a long period. Despite this, some limitations exist, such as errors in the different steps of the mode
detection, mainly due to the quality of the GPS data. This leads to missing or wrongly detected activities, trips or modes that add noise
to the dataset. As shown in Marra et al. (2019), the average detection accuracy of the considered approach is 86.14% (68.3% for trains,
80.6% for bus and trams, 84.4% for private vehicles and 94.4% for walks). This accuracy refers to the percentage of stages correctly
classified by the algorithm, and it is based on validation and testing on a similar dataset, collected in Basel (Switzerland), where the
respondents manually labelled their stages. In any case, a wrong detection (misclassification) of a public transport trip still represents a
feasible path to reach the destination. For example, if a car trip is identified as performed by a certain bus, that bus actually did a path
similar to the one of the car, at the same time. In fact, the algorithm considers for a possible public transport trip only vehicles that did a
path similar to the one of the user, according to a likelihood function. In addition, a misclassification of a car trip as a public transport
trip with a transfer is rarer, since it involves three consecutive misclassifications (two vehicles and one walk for transfer). Therefore, in
this work we assume correct the mode detection results. Despite these limitations, the following results were not significantly affected,
since we obtained high coverage compared to the state of the art, and a R2 value of a route choice model equal to 0.65.
Fig. 1 shows the distribution in Zürich of the public transport trips considered. Most of the trips are located near the city center or
the railway stations. Nevertheless, the dataset contains also peripheral trips and spreads through the whole city area.
4. Choice set generation algorithm
In this Section, we describe a novel choice set generation algorithm, able to work with different information provisions. The
proposed algorithm results efficient in terms of computation time, and with high precision, in terms of coverage and model estimation.
We propose a CS generation algorithm based on constrained enumeration, able to generate all possible alternatives given a
maximum duration and a maximum number of transfers. As an alternative, we consider a path formed by walks and public transport
vehicles. Same vehicles but different walks are assumed as the same alternative (e.g. same transfer between the same vehicles, per
formed at different stops). The algorithm is based on a schedule-based model, performing a Depth First Search (DFS) on a diachronic
graph (time-expanded network). The graph is modelled from the AVL data of the public transport operations to model the timing of
each trip of each vehicle.
The innovative features of the proposed algorithm are both methodological and related to its applicability. Regarding the methods,
we used a different time representation from the literature, therefore a different graph. In addition, we propose a two-phases search to
Table 2
Results of the GPS data processing.
Tracked days
Avg. days per person
Activities
Trips
Stages
Walks/Transfers
Stages outside Zürich
Public transport stages
Private mode stages

3785
22
14066
13913
22654
29890
8472
8849
5333
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Table 3
Information on public transport trips in Zürich.
Urban public transport trips
% # stages per trip
% modes used
Avg. duration per trip
Avg. air distance per trip

2901
{1: 60%, 2: 29%, 3: 9%, 3+: 2%}
{Tram: 52%, Bus: 38%, Train: 10%}
21.7 min
2.88 km

identify each path in the CS, reducing strongly the computation time. Regarding the applicability, the algorithm allows analysing
choices both at line and vehicle level and is able to integrate different information provisions, to derive implications on information
provisions to users. The information is provided as an input to the CS generation algorithm, in the form of transit events to consider.
This allows full flexibility on which information to consider, without affecting the correctness of the algorithm.
4.1. Graph representation
We use a transport network graph, where nodes represent specific events in a time-dependent fashion; and links connect them in an
acyclic structure. Typically, in a schedule-based model, the transport network graph is represented using time-discretization, i.e.
creating multiple nodes for each stop at different time intervals (Gentile and Noekel, 2016). In this case, a transit network and a
walking network are connected at the stop location nodes. Instead, we decided to not discretize in time, but rather express all events in
their realized time (event-based rather than time-based discretization). In particular, each node models the arrival or departure event
of a vehicle at a stop.
Transfers are modelled with direct arcs between two nodes whenever a transfer is possible. In addition, not all possible transfers are
allowed in our model, since we introduced constraints already at this step, to further speed-up the paths search.
We consider as input a list of stops and a list of vehicles running in the network (retrieved from the AVL data). As a vehicle, we refer

Fig. 1. OD flows of the collected public transport trips in Zürich. The width of the arcs is proportional to the number of trips between an Origin and
a Destination. Near locations are aggregated using the mean shift algorithm. Locations with 5 or less trips are not shown. Background from google.
com/maps.
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to a single service provided between the first and last stop of a planned run. The arrival and departure times of the vehicles at each stop
represent the information provided (see Section 5.3).
The graph structure is described formally in Table 4. We considered a graph G = (V,E), where each node in V is a triple (vehicleId,
stopId,A/D), representing the arrival or departure (A/D) of a public transport vehicle (vehicleId) at a stop (stopId). The nodes Origin and
Dest are created for each OD, before computing the CS.
E models the trips of the vehicles, the possible transfers and the possible starting and ending walks. The first two groups of arcs
(third and fourth rows) connect all the nodes of a single vehicle, modelling its trip. The third group of arcs models the transfers. The
arrival of a vehicle is connected to the departure of another one if the following conditions hold: the walking distance is ⩽N; the
required walking time is sufficient; the waiting time is ⩽TD. In addition, for each possible transport line, only the best transfer is
considered. For instance, arriving with the bus A1 at 10:00 at a station S, where three buses of the same line (B1, B2, B3) are departing
respectively at 10:10, 10:20 and 10:30, only the transfer to B1 is considered, since it is not reasonable to wait more for the same bus line
(unless special cases of denied boarding, that we do not consider). The Origin and the Destination of a trip are connected to the graph
through the last two groups of arcs. The Origin is connected to all nodes departing in stops nearby, i.e. reachable from the starting point
within a distance equal to N, as for the transfers. Even in this case, only the first feasible boarding for vehicles of the same line is
considered. The Destination is connected to all the vehicles arriving at stops nearby (distance N).
Regarding the starting time, we include an extra adjustment factor to the starting time of the user’s trip, to take into account
possible errors due to the GPS quality and mode detection. In fact, wrong GPS position, missed walk or late trip starting time can make
the user’s trip infeasible in the graph. Therefore, the starting time is defined as min(TSt ,FV t − Wt ), where TSt is the trip starting time, FV t
is the departure time of the first vehicle used by the user and Wt is the walking time necessary to reach the used stop.
Modelling parameters are a maximum transfer distance of 700 meters (N), the average walking speed of 1.5 m/s and a maximum
waiting time of 30 min (TD). The last one does not affect the CS quality, since in the mode detection a user not moving for more than 15
min (ActivityTime) is considered doing an activity. In addition, the effective frequency of public transport in our test case is generally
much higher than 30 min.
4.2. Selection of the alternatives
For a given OD, the choice set generation algorithm works as follows:
• We restrict the transport network graph introduced above to the subgraph of only those nodes reachable by both the origin and the
destination. This strongly reduces the search space, since only the vehicles able to connect the OD are considered. In addition, we
consider only vehicles reaching the destination before 2 times (maxTime) the duration of the shortest path. Since the subgraph is
time-expanded, it is directed and acyclic, and all the possible paths between two nodes can be efficiently found with a DFS. We
perform a DFS to identify all possible combinations of vehicles that can be taken (i.e. sequences of vehicles without specifying the
stops). A threshold of maximum 2 transfers (maxTrans) is also considered.
• For each combination of vehicles identified, there are multiple options to travel with the same vehicles, depending on the stops at
which to get on, transfer and get off. These options have only marginal differences on the walks, and correspond to the same
alternative according to our definition. Therefore, for each combination of vehicles, the path with shortest walks is selected.
Practically, this can be obtained computing the shortest path on an even smaller subgraph, formed by only the nodes of the vehicles.
• The final CS is given sorting the list of paths by a simple cost function: the travel time with a transfer penalty of 5 min.
Table 4
Public transport graph structure.
Node (v, s, A)

∀v ∈ vehicles, s ∈ stops : v arrives at s

Node (v, s, D)

∀v ∈ vehicles, s ∈ stops : v departs from s

(v, svi , A) → (v, svi , D)

∀v ∈ vehicles, ∀i : 1⩽i⩽vstops

(v, svi , D) → (v, svi+1 , A)

∀v ∈ vehicles, ∀i : 0⩽i⩽vstops − 1

(v, s, A) → (w, z, D)

∀v, w, s, z : distance(s, z)⩽N,

v,A
walkTime(s, z)⩽zw,D
time − stime ⩽TD,

(w, z) = firstTransfer(v, s, wline )

Origin → (v, s, D)

∀(v, s, D) : distance(Origin, s)⩽N,
walkTime(Origin, z)⩽svtime − Origintime ⩽TD,
(v, s) = firstTransfer(Origin, vline )

(v, s, A) → Dest

∀(v, s, A) : distance(s, Dest)⩽N

Notation:
vstops

number of stops passed by v

svi

ith stop of vehicle v
arrival/departure time of v at stop s

v,A/D
stime

firstTransfer(v, s, l)

(w, z): w is the first vehicle of line l and z is the
nearest stop allowing a transfer from v and s to line l
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The problem of identifying a single path is decomposed in first identifying the combination of vehicles (i.e. stages), and then
identifying the best option to travel with them (at which stops to get on, transfer and get off). This results more efficient than per
forming only a DFS, identifying directly the final path.
Furthermore, the CS generation algorithm does not consider the following paths, which we assume unrealistic:
• paths using two times the same stop;
• paths using additional vehicles compared to others (therefore, with no improvement in travel time);
• paths using the same lines of less costly paths (according to the mentioned cost function).
These constraints can be easily considered during the DFS.
The only parameters affecting the CS size and inversely the computation time are N, maxTime and maxTrans. As we show in Section
6.1, the chosen values are large enough for our test case, Zürich, the city with the largest public transport service in Switzerland. We
remark that the transfer penalty affects only the sorting of the CS and not its coverage. Douglas and Jones (2013) reviewed transfer
penalty estimates in literature and they showed how there is no agreement on a common value, even if most of the estimates range
between 5 and 9 min of travel time. Finally, since it is not possible to know without prior knowledge if a user is waiting for a transfer or
is performing an activity, the minimum time for an activity (ActivityTime) is hard to determine. After a comparison of the results of this
work, considering an ActivityTime of 10, 15 and 20 min, we evaluate that its value does not significantly affect the outcomes.
5. Model evaluation and information provision
5.1. Choice set evaluation
We evaluated the CS generation algorithm according to four factors: the coverage, the size, the computation time and model
estimation. With coverage we refer to the percentage of trips identified in their CS. High coverage shows the ability to capture the
users’ trips. We remark that we are considering paths at vehicle level, meaning that two paths are considered equal only if they used
exactly the same vehicles. Coverage at line level is easier and more commonly found in literature. Therefore, we compared coverage
both at vehicle and line levels. This leads to a different resolution from considering paths at stop level. In this last case, hyperpaths
formed by different vehicles connecting the same stops are considered; therefore the stops are assumed relevant, and not the vehicles.
The CS size should guarantee high coverage, even though this is seen often as detrimental to high precision, in terms of including
only relevant paths. Since a good CS must contain all and only the choices relevant for the users, we analysed the increase in coverage
and the performance of model estimation according to the CS size, to identify which paths can be considered relevant.
The computation time should be minimal, to guarantee the applicability of the algorithm in practical contexts, as route recom
mender systems. In this sense, we show the required time of the CS generation algorithm is significantly low (median of 7 s per CS).
Finally, a good CS should guarantee high estimation quality of an estimated choice model (Bovy, 2009), which we describe in
Section 5.2.
5.2. Estimation of route choice model
In order to validate the CS generation algorithm and to identify the conditions resulting in a CS that better represents the users’
behaviour, we estimated a behavioural model for the choice of public transport paths. Therefore, we estimated a Path Size Logit model
(Eq. 3) considering two possible levels of detail, vehicles and lines, and various information provisions. The software used for the
→
estimation is Biogeme (Bierlaire, 2018). For each trip, we estimated a utility function Utrip,CS ( β ) (Eq. 1) based on the following pa
rameters: tram (travel) time, bus time, train time, walk time, transfer time, # transfers, path size cost (PS). We denote the first and last
walks as walk time, and the intermediate walks as transfer time. During a transfer, we could not discriminate between walk and
waiting time, given the quality of the GPS data. In addition, we considered a penalty for each transfer. Monetary costs were not
considered in this work, since inside the city of Zürich the price is fixed, and therefore it does not change among the alternatives.
The path size cost (Eq. 2) is based on the formulation proposed by Bovy et al. (2008), considering the stages (vehicles or lines)
forming each trip and the travel time as a measure of length, as in Tan et al. (2015). The PS is equal to 0 for a non-overlapping trip (i.e.
its stages are only in this trip of the CS), and decreases negatively with the times each stage is considered in the CS. Considering other
Path Size factors, as the classical one proposed by Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire (1999), did not change significantly the results.

→
Ui,CS ( β ) = βtram *tram time + βbus *bus time
transf er *#transfers

+ βtrain *train time + βwalk *walk time

+ βPS *PSi,CS

+ βtt *transfer time + β
(1)
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∑
PStrip,CS = −
stage

length(s)
ln(times s occurs in CS)
length(trip)
s∈trip

(2)

⎛

⎞
→
eUtrip,CS ( β )
→
⎜
⎟
P⎝trip|CS; β ⎠ = ∑
→
eUj,CS ( β )

(3)

j∈CS

5.3. Information provision
According to which data are used to generate the diachronic graph (planned or realized data), different information provisions of
network conditions can be assumed, generating different CSs. We considered three different provisions: perfect information,
assuming known all disturbances during the day; no information, assuming no disturbances; current information, assuming
available the information of the next vehicles of each line departing near the user, at the begin of the trip. The perfect information
provision is unrealistic, since it considers full knowledge of future network conditions, but it allows to identify the real available
alternatives. The current information provision represents the case of a user checking the network conditions before departing. The
no information provision represents a user relying only on the timetable. In this latter case, a connection missed due to a delay will
still be present in the Timetable CS, but not in the Realized CS; the CSs will differ in the amount of possible alternatives.
This work aims to identify which information provision results in a CS, which represents best the users’ behaviour. In this sense,
Bovy (2009) explicitly modelled the information acquisition as a component for CS formation; and suggests that CS generation and
choice modelling are distinct mental processes and they should be separated. Therefore, we evaluated the same Path Size Logit model
proposed in Section 5.2, considering the three different CSs based on the different information provisions.
Again, we restate the underlying assumption of our study, which is: considering only a few possible cases of information pro
vision, keeping the same model (Path Size Logit), but testing different CSs, the one performing best is more suitable to determine the
choices considered by the users.
We highlight that the proposed analysis compares only the three proposed information provision. Possibly, additional information
provisions could be taken into account. Further analysis in this direction are left for future work.
5.4. Users’ heterogeneity
We analyse the heterogeneity among the users both in terms of information provision, and in terms of perceived costs of the
different travel time components.
As stated by Bovy (2009), the CS formation process needs to consider heterogeneity among users. In fact, preferences, available
information and other conditions are different among individuals making a similar trip, resulting in a different composition of the set of
considered alternatives. In this sense, we report the same analysis described in Section 5.3, but for each single user separately.
Regarding the perceived costs of the different travel time components, to observe the heterogeneity among the users and possible
panel effects, we estimated a Mixed Path Size Logit model (Anderson et al., 2014; Prato et al., 2014; Schmid et al., 2019). In this model,
the βs are random parameters, distributed according to a probability density function f(β|θ). The probability to choose a path is
therefore the following:

Fig. 2. Choice set coverage based on different information provisions. The adjusted R2 of the path size logit, line based, considering no information,
is also shown.
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(

)

P trip|CS

∫
=

( )
→
eUtrip,CS ( β )
→ f β|θ dβ
∑
Uj,CS ( β )
j∈CS e

(4)

The choice of the distribution f varies across the literature and types of parameters. Typically, the normal or log-normal distributions
are chosen. If on one side the log-normal allows to restrict values to a certain sign, on the other it can provide a too broad distribution,
given its long tail (Hess et al., 2005). For this reason, in this work we considered the normal distribution for all the parameters.
The model was estimated with mixl (Molloy et al., 2019), allowing computing for each user the individual-specific cost coefficients,
conditional on the observed choices. In particular, the expected value of the parameters for a certain user n (βn ) is defined as follows
(Sillano and Ortúzar, 2005):
( ⃒ )
∑R
Ln cn ⃒βrn βrn
( ⃒ )
(5)
βn = ∑r=1
R
L n c n ⃒β r
n

r=1

Tn
( ⃒ ) ∏
)
( ⃒
Ln cn ⃒βrn =
P cn,t ⃒CSn,t ; βrn

(6)

t=1

where R is the number of draws to compute the expected value, cn is the set of choices of the user n, and Tn is its number of choices.
6. Results
6.1. Choice set coverage
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm already distinguishing the three different information provisions identi
fied. For each public transport trip observed, three different CSs were computed, based on three different information provisions:
perfect information, no information and current information, that we refer as realized, timetable and current CSs. Fig. 2 shows the
coverage of the CSs according to their size, considering both vehicles and lines. The figure shows also the adjusted R2 of a route choice
model, which is discussed later in Section 6.3. We can see that the timetable CS has always a higher coverage than the other two.
Moreover, the 90% of coverage (line based) is already obtained among the first 13 paths for the realized CS and 9 paths for the
timetable CS. A maximum size of 100 is set for the analysis (even if the algorithm identifies all possible paths, which can be more). Only
6.4% of trips are not covered in the first 100 paths of the realized CS, and 5.5% for the timetable CS.
6.4% of users’ trips are not in the realized CS, and are not identified for the following reasons: 41% for a long walk; 28% for a too
long duration; 14% are after the 100th position; 7% are dominated paths; 4% do more transfers; 4% do a fast transfer, which cannot
match the walking speed considered in the model; 2% used two times a same stop. Therefore, the only reason that can slightly affect the
coverage is the long walk. Unfortunately, increasing the walking distance by 250 meters (950 meters) increases the coverage only by
1.2%. Therefore, we consider valid our choice of the parameters. In addition, it should be considered that two sources of noise are
present: the users, which can make mistakes or choose a particular path for external reasons; the mode detection, which can make
mistakes, as identifying a single trip between two activities, without identifying an existing activity in the middle.
6.2. Computation time
The computation time to compute a single CS is very short, even though no specific code optimization or parallelization was
performed and a standard personal computer was used. On average, a graph representing a network during one day is formed by 500
thousand nodes and 10 million arcs. Nevertheless, the median of the computation time to generate the alternatives is 7 s and the
average of the values below the 95 percentile (100 s) is 12 s. There is a small percentage of CSs requiring higher computation time, in
the order of minutes. These are mostly long-distance paths, poorly connected, which require more transfers and travel time. In a
practical context, further rules can be added to control and pre-process these specific cases. Since the estimation time of the Path Size
Logit model is negligible (order of seconds), we can compare the order of magnitude of the required computation time by the proposed
CS generation algorithm, and the recursive logit of Meyer de Freitas et al. (2019), both applied in Zürich. The recursive logit required
around 1 min per observation and 80 GB of memory using a cluster; much higher than the 12 s and 7.5 GB required by the proposed
algorithm, using a standard personal computer.
6.3. Choice set size and relevance of a path
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the size of the realized CS computed for each trip (the distributions of the other CSs are similar).
Most of the CSs have a size of 100 (the fixed limit), even if there is a big portion (40%) with size less than 20. These are mostly trips with
one or few options dominating the others in terms of travel time. Nevertheless, the CS generation algorithm obtains high coverage,
even with relatively small CSs.
Despite the high coverage showed in Section 6.1, it is unreasonable that a passenger considers 100 alternatives to choose a path. In
addition, an unnecessarily big CS increases the computational costs of following analyses, as route choice estimation. To identify a
suitable amount of alternatives, we estimated the Path Size Logit model described in Section 5.2 with different CS sizes. Fig. 2 shows
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Fig. 3. Distribution of size for the realized choice set. A limit of 100 paths is fixed.

both the variation of the coverage and the adjusted R2 (of the Path Size Logit applied to the timetable CS, line based, reported dotted in
green) according to the CS size. Both values grow more quickly for small CSs, and more slowly for bigger CSs. This shows that large size
CSs may contain irrelevant paths that are not considered by the users. For our test case, we can identify 40 as a possible reasonable
value of CS size. In fact, the coverage is 94% and the R2 is 0.65, that do not differ significantly from the values obtained for size 100
(94.5% and 0.68) or even 500 (94.7% and 0.7).
Compared to the estimated parameters for a CS size of 40 (shown in Table 5), the ones estimated for a CS size of 100 are very similar
(not shown for brevity). Moreover, a larger CS size brings marginally smaller changes, i.e. their values converge. In particular, with a
CS size larger than 10, the estimated value of each parameter is already within 10% of the values at 100 (except the PS, which depends
on the CS size). In conclusion, we can conclude that considering CSs with size larger than 40 does not change significantly the model
interpretation and performances in our test case. Finally, it is important to notice that the CSs are sorted by travel time, including a
transfer penalty of 5 min. Sorting the CSs by a utility function estimated by a route choice model determines a faster increase of the
coverage (but not a higher value).
In this Section we analysed the trade-off between the CS coverage and model estimation on one side, and the CS size on the other.
This represents a first step in analysing the CS size and irrelevant paths. Despite this, we acknowledge that the relevance of a path and
the number of alternatives considered can vary across users and trip characteristics. We focus on some selected aspects of this het
erogeneity in Section 6.8. We consider this analysis as a starting point and we leave further research for a future work.
6.4. Performance of route choice model and information provision
We estimated the Path Size Logit model both to validate the CS generation algorithm and to understand which information pro
vision can better represent the users’ choices, as explained in Section 5. Table 5 shows the results of the estimation with the three CSs,
considering 40 as maximum size, and paths described at line level. The estimation considering paths at vehicle level is comparable and
is discussed in Section 6.5. As a measure of goodness of fit, the adjusted R2 obtained using the timetable CS is 0.65. Despite the results
Table 5
Path size logit estimates for CSs with different information provision, maximum size 40, line based. The parameters are scaled (multiplied by the
scaling factor) to have the tram travel time coefficient equal to − 1.
Parameter

Timetable estimate

In vehicle travel time (s)
Tram
Bus
Train
Walking time
Transfer time
Number of transfers
Path Size

− 1
− 1.14
− 1.19
− 2.56
− 1.06
− 889
55.4

Observations
Null log-likelihood
Final log-likelihood
Adjusted R2
Cross-val. adjusted R2
St. dev.
Scaling factor

2719
− 7361
− 2555
0.65
0.655
0.01
0.0038

−
−
−
−
−
−

t-test

Realized estimate

21.7
20.2
12.4
42.6
15.6
27.4
2.49

− 1
− 1.11
− 1.18
− 2.6
− 1.17
− 1050
64.5
2687
− 7572
− 2898
0.62
0.616
0.014
0.0033

178

−
−
−
−
−
−

t-test

Current estimate

21.1
19.7
11.2
41.1
15.9
34.7
2.68

− 1
− 1.15
− 1.18
− 2.63
− 1.16
− 940
96.2
2693
− 7690
− 2870
0.63
0.63
0.017
0.0034

t-test
−
−
−
−
−
−

20.7
19.7
11.7
41.6
15.9
27.7
4
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strongly depend on the test case considered, this value shows that our CS generation algorithm, based on modelling each alternative as
a sequence of vehicles (or lines), is able to explain most of the users’ choices. We consider the model reliable and usable for recom
mending policy actions (Garcia-Martinez et al. (2018) stated the same, given their model had an R2 = 0.51). Other possible expla
nations for this value are: the nature and the size of the dataset, based on automatic mode and vehicle detection; the high coverage of
the CS; users related factors, e.g. the average young age and the familiarity with smartphones (this can lead to a major use of route
recommender systems).
Regarding the comparison of different information provisions, the estimation results of the three models are quite similar, but the
timetable CS has the best performance. This confirms the better coverage obtained for this CS. To test the statistical significance of the
values computed for the three models, we applied Monte Carlo cross-validation, with R2 as performance measure. Specifically, we
randomly divided the dataset into 75% training-set and 25% test-set. The model is trained with the former and evaluated on the latter.
We repeated this operation 50 times and observed the distribution of the R2 . The mean of the R2 for the three models (timetable,
realized, current) are respectively 0.655, 0.616, 0.63 and the standard deviations are 0.01, 0.014 and 0.017. This shows a low variance
of the model performances, which is smaller than the difference between the R2 of the models. The same conclusion comes also from
the hit-rate of the three models (i.e. percentage of times the most probable path is the one chosen by the user), which are respectively
68, 62 and 64%. Looking at the estimated coefficients, all of them are significant. To better discuss the ratio of the parameters, we
report the coefficients scaled, so that the tram travel time coefficient is equal to − 1. This scaling does not affect the model or the
interpretation of the results. The preferred transport mode in city is the tram, followed by the bus and the train. This is consistent with
the literature, and in particular with studies in Zürich (Montini et al. (2017) estimated a preference for trams, and Meyer de Freitas
et al. (2019) identified the same order of preference in one of their model). The walking time has higher cost than in-vehicle travel
times, consistently with most of the literature (Anderson et al., 2014; Meyer de Freitas et al., 2019). The transfer penalty is estimated as
around 15 min of travel time in tram. This is very close to the range estimated by Garcia-Martinez et al. (2018), between 15.2 and 17.7
min of in-vehicle travel time, in a multi-modal urban network (Madrid). As shown by Douglas and Jones (2013), the range of transfer
penalty values estimated in literature is broad, and the identified value is consistent with this range.
The estimated coefficients of the realized and current CSs are similar, showing that the disturbances in the starting area of the trip
are the most relevant in the choices of the users. The main differences with the timetable CS are in the coefficients related to transfers,
which are weighted more.
We highlight the results shown are dependent on our test case and can be different considering another city with a different
transport system. In fact, we suppose the network reliability and the presence of disturbances or disruptions in the network can affect
users’ choices and their reliance on the timetable. In addition, a more realistic information provision would result in a gradual increase
of information through the trip. Further investigations in these directions are left for future work.
We remark that the Null log-likelihood is different among the three models because the alternatives can be different among the
models (and therefore, also the observations covered and used in the choice model). For instance, a disruption in the network could
make a possible alternative available for choice in the timetable CS but not in the realized CS (as delays make the connection
infeasible). Similarly, differences in the coverage among the CSs hint some minor variations in the amount of observations considered.
This does not affect the comparison, since we aim to identify which data (i.e. information provision) performs better for model
estimation, which we evaluated with both monte-carlo cross validation and comparing the hit-rates. Finally, we highlight that we
considered for each model only trips covered in the respective CS, since the non-covered trips can include unrealistic paths, as de
viations for intermediate stops, or long waiting for external reasons. This results in minor changes between the number of observations
of the CSs within 1%; in other terms, including also these trips does not change significantly the results.

Table 6
Path Size Logit estimates for line and vehicle based timetable CSs with maximum size 40. * indicates a non-significant parameter (|t| < 1.96). The
parameters are scaled (multiplied by the scaling factor) to have the tram travel time coefficient equal to − 1.
Parameter

Line Estimate

In vehicle travel time (s)
Tram
Bus
Train
Walking time
Transfer time
Number of transfers
Path Size

− 1
− 1.14
− 1.19
− 2.56
− 1.06
− 889
55.4

Observations
Null log-likelihood
Final log-likelihood
Adjusted R2
Cross-val. adjusted R2
St. dev.
Scaling factor

2719
− 7361
− 2555
0.65
0.655
0.01
0.0038

−
−
−
−
−
−

t-test

Vehicle Estimate

t-test

21.7
20.2
12.4
42.6
15.6
27.4
2.49

− 1
− 1.13
− 1.16
− 2.53
− 1.02
− 943
20.5

− 19.7
− 18.2
− 11
− 39.8
− 13.7
− 25
0.82*

2441
− 6434
− 2184
0.66
0.659
0.018
0.0039
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6.5. Comparison vehicle and line based CS
The coverage of a line based CS is obviously higher than of a vehicle based one, since same vehicle implies same line, but not vice
versa. The difference in coverage is 9.8% for the timetable CS (see Fig. 2). A trip in this 9.8% has a corresponding trip in the CS with the
same lines but different vehicles. In addition, the same coverage of the vehicle based CS, considering a size of 100 paths (84.7%), is
obtained with only 4 alternatives in the line based CS.
We can find and quantify some sources for this difference. First, in case of delays, a user can take the same line as in the planned
undelayed timetable, but probably different vehicles (i.e. they might get a delayed vehicle leaving within few minutes of another
planned run of the same line). This applies to timetable and current CSs, which do not take into account the real network condition.
Moreover, walking speed has been assumed constant in our study, despite large evidence of consistent variations across users.
Specifically, this has large impact at transfer points. In fact, it is difficult to establish if a user is able to transfer from a vehicle to
another, especially when the time between the arrival of the feeder and the departure of the connected vehicle is very close to the
assumed walking time. This is rather relevant as in our test case most public transport lines have a high frequency of operations.
Regarding estimation performances of a route choice model, we compared the estimation of a Path Size Logit model considering
vehicle and line based CSs. Our hypothesis is that if the users reason in terms of vehicles, the line based model has lower performance,
since it considers as a chosen alternative also an alternative equal to the real choice in the lines taken, but not in the precise vehicles
taken. Instead, if the users reason in terms of lines, the two models should be comparable (since same vehicle implies same line). The
results are shown in Table 6 and do not show remarkable differences. In other terms, there is not a significant improvement in
considering vehicles, when studying users’ choices. Despite vehicle based CSs are more realistic, line based CSs obtain higher coverage
and similar model estimation. The results suggest that users reason at line level, therefore, in case of missed vehicle or connection, they
generally wait the next vehicle (this is confirmed by different reasons in Section 6.7).
6.6. Assessment of walking distance
One modelling assumption of the CS generation algorithm is the maximum walking distance. Typically, in literature, this value is
assumed as a constant, and its implications are seldom analysed. On one side, small values do not allow to capture certain paths (i.e.
users might walk relatively long under certain conditions); on the other, large values assume higher willingness to walk (which also
might not be a correct assumption, at times).
In this work, assuming for example that a public transport line ends within 500 meters of the destination, but no direct bus exists to
reach the destination, and assuming a maximum walking distance of 700 meters, the algorithm will consider that users prefer to walk
from the stop to the destination, rather than transferring to another public transport line, which will need to include penalties for
transfer, and for waiting time.
This effect leads to a partial coverage, often analysed in literature as overlap percentage (see Ding-Mastera et al., 2019; Anderson
et al., 2014; Prato and Bekhor, 2006). In other terms, a minor part of the trip, typically when leaving the public transport system, is not
explicitly identified.
In our experiments, considering the timetable CS, 14.6% of the trips are partially covered, i.e. 94.5 − 14.6 = 79.9% have a perfect
coverage. This latter concept refers to a path matching completely from the access to the public transport system to the egress. A way to
overcome this problem is to enlarge the CS, including dominated paths that could be (in theory) considered irrelevant. To study this
effect of partial coverage, we considered CSs including paths based on short walking distance, and paths based on long one. This will
generate some partially dominated paths in the CS, as a short walking path will not consider long walking stages; and a long walking

Fig. 4. Perfect CS coverage considering two different walking distances in each CS (300 and 700 meters). Each CS is given by the union of two CSs
based on the two walking distances.
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path will ignore using public transport services for very short distances.
In particular, for each trip we considered a CS formed by the union of two CSs, based on a walking distance of 300 and 700 meters,
respectively. Fig. 4 considers those larger CS including dominated paths related to short and long walking distance. The ratio of perfect
coverage goes up to 85.5%, i.e. almost two fifths of the partially covered trips are perfectly covered ((85.5–79.9)/14.6). This comes at
the cost of a slightly worse precision, i.e. the coverage grows slower in Fig. 4 compared to Fig. 2, proving that less relevant, actually
dominated, paths are added. This analysis shows that in 14.6% of trips, people preferred to walk less than expected (max 700 m) and
took an additional vehicle instead. Two fifths of those 14.6% of trips are identified, considering walks long less than 300 m. For the
remaining three fifths (9% of the trips), the additional vehicle replaced a walk which would have been less than just 300 m (maybe also
related to crowded buses, or just mistakes).
In addition, denoting the mean walking distance of a user as mwd and its standard deviation as swd, we analysed the distribution of
mwd and swd among the users. mwd has a mean of 240 meters and st. dev. of 118, while swd has a mean of 225 and st. dev. of 170. These
values show a large inter- and intra-user variation of the walking distance, showing the considered walking distance is dependent by
external factors, as probably the location or the weather.
6.7. Trips with transfers
We distinguish here the case of trips with transfers, to identify if there are differences in the coverage with different information
provisions. Fig. 5 shows the coverage only for trips with transfers. The coverage for line based CSs is comparable between the timetable
and realized CSs. Regarding the vehicle based CSs, the realized performed better. In fact, the realized CS considers the real available
alternatives and can better capture the available transfers. Nevertheless, the similar coverage for the line based CSs shows that, even if
the timetable CS is not able to identify the correct vehicles, it can identify the correct lines. Finally, the current CS has less coverage
because it considers disturbances only for the first vehicle, therefore considering unrealistic transfers.
6.8. Users’ heterogeneity
In this Section, we analyse the heterogeneity of the results of the proposed analysis among the different users. In particular, we
analyse the heterogeneity regarding the information provision and the heterogeneity on the parameters of the route choice model, in
terms of how the different travel time components are valued. Further considerations on the heterogeneity of considered walking
distance are described in Section 6.6.
6.8.1. Heterogeneity regarding information provision
Fig. 6 shows the heterogeneity of the coverage of different CSs among the users. Each dot represents a user, located in the axis of the
CS with highest coverage. For 35% of the users (the overlapping dots in the center), there is no difference in which information is
provided, since the respective CSs are equally able to cover their trips. This probably shows that these users did not experience any
significant disturbance. For the remaining users, the highest coverage is obtained with different information provisions (22% by the
timetable CS, 10% realized, 5% current, 28% timetable and another), even if the timetable CS performs better for more users. In other
terms, generally, the timetable CS does not perform always best, and different users rely on different information provisions.
6.8.2. Heterogeneity regarding route choice
As described in Section 5.4, we estimated a Mixed Path Size Logit model to investigate possible panel effects. The computation time
of this model is much larger than the one of the Path Size Logit (respectively 90 min, compared to 14 s on the same machine, an

Fig. 5. CS coverage for trips with transfers.
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Fig. 6. CS with the highest coverage, for each user. Each dot represents a user, and the axis indicates the CS with highest coverage (in case of
Timetable/Realized, and Timetable/Current, the two CSs perform equally well). The distance from the center is the difference in coverage between
the best CS (i.e. the axis) and the worst CS. The size of the dot is proportional to the number of trips (users with less than 20 trips are not shown). For
example, the rightmost dot is a user with the timetable and current CS having equal coverage and 11% higher than the one of the realized CS. The
dots at the origin of the axes are users for whom the three CSs perform equally well.

increase of more than 385-fold). Table 7 shows the estimated coefficients for the timetable CS (similar consideration can be made for
the other CSs). The R2 value is slightly higher than the one of the Path Size Logit (Table 5), proving a slight increase of performances.
The mean value of all coefficients is significant, and in line with the value estimated by the Path Size Logit. Three of the coefficients
have a moderate variation among the users (st. dev. between 19 and 27% of the mean value): the travel time in bus, in tram and the
walking time. Remarkable is the variation of the in-train travel time among the users (st. dev. of 61%), showing that considering the
train as a possible transport mode depends strongly on the user. Finally, the standard deviation of the transfer time and of the transfer
penalty are not significant, showing that there is no reason to treat these parameters as random and that transfers are generally
perceived homogeneously among the users. Therefore, from the moderate improvements of the R2 value, and from the low standard
deviation for most of the coefficients, we conclude that there is not a remarkable heterogeneity among the users on perceived costs,
except regarding in-train travel time.
To understand if there are groups of users with similar perception of the costs, we estimated the most likely values of the parameters
for each user (see Section 5.4) and we applied clustering on the users. We applied the K-means algorithm considering 4 clusters, which
corresponds to the highest silhouette value (0.2). We considered 118 users, discarding the ones with an outlier in one of the parameters
Table 7
Mixed Path Size Logit model estimates for line based timetable CS with maximum size 40. Parameters distributed according to a normal distribution. *
indicates a non-significant parameter (|t| < 1.96). The parameters are scaled (multiplied by the scaling factor) to have the tram travel time coefficient
equal to − 1.
Parameter

μ

In vehicle travel time (s)
Tram
Bus
Train
Walking time
Transfer time
Number of transfers
Path Size

− 1
− 1.21
− 1.58
− 2.64
− 1.02
− 899
62.1

Observations
Users
Draws
Null log-likelihood
Final log-likelihood
Adjusted R2
Scaling factor

2719
152
500
− 7361
− 2420
0.67
0.004

−
−
−
−
−
−
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t-test

std

t-test

14.9
13.8
7.57
26.4
12.4
21.4
2.21

0.19
0.33
0.96
0.64
0.12*
18.5*
38.7*

2.51
6.48
8.05
8.17
1.44
0.56
1.54
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(below the 2nd percentile or above the 98th). Table 8 shows the results of the clustering. Among the clusters, two have more distinct
characteristics: cluster 2 refers to people with a positive preference for trams and negative for trains and transfers; while cluster 4 refers
to people with a preference for trains and for walking. Despite this, the low silhouette value indicates that within each cluster, there is
not perfect homogeneity among the users, and that the global heterogeneity between users (which is large only concerning the train
coefficient, see previous analysis) does not easily lead to groups with similar behaviour.
7. Discussion and policy implications
In this Section, we discuss the results and related possible policy implications for transport planners and service providers.
The proposed work is based on a large-scale tracking survey, based on automatic data collection and mode detection. The high
levels of coverage of the generated CSs and significance of route choice model estimation show the applicability of this dataset in real
contexts. Therefore, this work proves the feasibility for service providers to exploit location data provided by smartphone applications,
to automatically collect large-scale surveys without burden from the users.
The novel CS generation algorithm obtained high precision in terms of coverage and minimal required size, high quality of model
estimation, and high efficiency, in terms of computation time. This encourages the applicability of the algorithm both for model
estimation and route recommender systems in practice. Several specific aspects regarding CSs, scarcely investigated in literature, also
shed light on the choice process of users and their practical implications. First, the relationship between the CS size and the relevance of
a path suggests that including more than 10 alternatives does not change substantially the coverage and the route choice model
estimation significantly. This is relevant for transport planners, both for modelling purposes, as considering smaller CSs to speed-up the
following analysis, and for policy making, as to show a sufficient number of alternatives on a route recommender system.
Also relevant for route recommender systems is the finding that, generally, users consider alternatives as sequences of lines, and not
vehicles. In particular, in case of missed vehicle or connection, generally users have a low en-route replanning and they rather seem to
wait for the next vehicle. This can be explained by a high service reliability; a lack of information for the passengers; or that the
passengers tend to stick to their original plan. This is confirmed by the analysis of trips including transfers, showing the similar
performance of all analysed CSs, when coverage in terms of line is considered.
In this work we analyse which information provision results in a CS, which represents best the users’ behaviour. This has important
policy implications, since it allows service providers to identify if their users rely on the provided information to make their choices. As
a consequence, providers can adapt their information systems, for instance to improve route recommendation. In this sense, we assume
that the information provision resulting in highest coverage and better model estimation, is the one better representing the general
available information. The highest coverage and best fit is obtained with no information, showing that in general users rely on the
timetable, rather than real conditions. This can be a signal suggesting service providers to better inform their users. In this regard,
delivery time and correctness of the information might be improved; and/or the information system in case of delays or disruptions
might be enhanced. Moreover, information provision might be disregarded by users because its inclusion on the choice process is
perceived as an effort (Jiang et al., 2019), and/or information is not deemed suitable enough, or sufficiently targeted, to the specific
needs of the travellers.
On the modelling side, these results show that, for operations with these planned and operational characteristics, it is not necessary
to use realized operation data to build a CS. In addition, they suggest to transport planners and policy makers what is the current value
of reliability in practice. In fact, a highly reliable service can make users rely more on the usual choices, and having less need, or
consideration, for updated information.
The estimation of the Path Size Logit assuming perfect and current information provided similar coefficients, showing that the
disturbances in the starting area of the trip are the most relevant in the choices of the users. This suggests to policy makers to better
exploit the possibility to counteract/notify disturbances at the begin of the users’ trips. In addition, assuming the users have knowledge
about disturbances, transfers are weighted more (compared to assuming no information), meaning that direct paths are preferred. This
can be explained by a lower trust in the system in presence of disturbances, or by a greater preference for more comfortable paths
without transfers.
We observed the users’ heterogeneity, both in terms of perceived costs and information provision. A low heterogeneity is found in the
perceived costs of the different travel time components, including transfers, but not for the in-train travel time. It follows that, even if the
preferred mode is user-dependent, the perceived discomfort of a transfer is more uniform. Therefore, transport planners can focus on
improving the quality of transfers, to decrease the general discomfort. Regarding the information provision, we compared different CSs
for each user. Based on that, we identified high heterogeneity: different users rely on different information, despite the majority rely on
the timetable. This result allows identifying which users are more (or less) informed and can be a basis for a personalized recommender
system of a service provider. In fact, this suggests that certain specific users might appreciate (or even need) more information, which can
be faced with personalized recommendations. Finally, users seem to have heterogeneity only in few aspects, namely the in-train travel
time, and the considered walking distance. The latter variation is both inter- and intra-user, and probably it depends on trip purpose. In
other terms, it might be worthwhile to consider alternatives based on both short and long walks. In this sense, route recommender systems
should provide alternatives with different walking distances, or profile the users to understand the most likely situation.
8. Conclusions
This work presents an algorithm for efficient and precise computation of choice sets in public transport networks. As such, it
represents a first attempt to study the users’ choices in public transport with realized data of both passengers and operations. We
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Table 8
Clustering of the users, based on the estimated coefficient of each cost component, using the k-means algorithm. The average values for each cluster
are shown.
Cluster
1
2
3
4

Users
62
24
19
13

Tram
−
−
−
−

1.10
0.98
1.02
1.10

−
−
−
−

Bus

Train

1.21
1.34
1.35
1.39

−
−
−
−

Walking

1.55
1.82
1.45
1.15

−
−
−
−

2.87
2.67
2.95
2.39

Transfer time
−
−
−
−

1.07
1.08
1.06
1.06

Transfers
−
−
−
−

946
994
884
995

Path Size
93.4
93.5
93.7
93.4

exploit an automatic mode detection algorithm to collect travel data from a large amount of users for a long time, without requiring an
active participation. The knowledge of what happened in reality allowed analysing precisely the users’ choices in terms of public
transport vehicles used. Our proposed computationally efficient CS generation algorithm is based on constrained enumeration, and
performs well according to a series of performance factors, as follows. The running time of the proposed algorithm is a few seconds on a
standard computer. The algorithm obtained a coverage above 94% within the first 40 alternatives. The estimation of a Path Size Logit
model resulted in a high adjusted R2 (0.65) and reasonable parameters’ values, validating the applicability of the generated CSs. In this
respect, the high value of the adjusted R2 can be explained by different factors: the nature and the size of the dataset; the vehicle-based
modelling of each alternative; the high coverage of the CSs; users’ related factors.
We tried to fill the gap in literature, concerning the evaluation of the right CS size and the relevance of a path. Therefore, we
identified a size of 40 as a reasonable maximum size to cover most of the observations and to understand the users’ behaviour. In
addition, we can consider paths defined as sequences of vehicles (or lines), with a different resolution compared to the commonly used
sequences of stops. The latter, in fact, do not distinguish among vehicles passing the same stops. The comparison between line based
CSs and vehicle based CSs hints at whether users reason in terms of line or vehicles. The results suggest generally users base their
decisions on lines, and in case of a missed connection, they rather wait the next vehicle, than follow a different route.
Different information provisions of the network conditions were assumed for the users and the Path Size Logit model was estimated
for each of them. We observed that, for most of the users, considering no information on the network conditions describes better their
choices than assuming perfect information or current information, in terms of both coverage and model estimation. This can be
explained either assuming the passengers have no information of the network conditions, or that they stick to an original plan, based on
the timetable. For trips with transfers, we observed the CS based on no information captures well the lines taken, but not the vehicles
taken, where network information, such as delays, are needed.
We analysed the heterogeneity of users according to several aspects. Regarding perceived costs of the different travel time com
ponents, transfers are perceived homogeneously among the users, while there is a high variability on the perceived cost of in-train
travel time. We identified that, despite the majority of the users rely on the timetable, different users rely on different information
provisions. Finally, we observed a large inter- and intra-user variation of the considered walking distance.
For future work, we plan to integrate the CS generation algorithm with different information provisions into simulation tools (Leng
and Corman, 2020) or optimization models (Corman et al., 2017), considering passengers’ route choice in public transport. The po
tential of Recursive Logit approaches has been reported to come at high computational costs. Future research should investigate how
improved graph modelling and estimation methods would allow for the identification of the respective advantages of the two ap
proaches, as suggested in Zimmermann and Frejinger (2020), and their complementarity in determining different implications for
public transport design and information provision.
Some assumptions related to the panel effects are worthwhile being investigated in future research: for instance, the possibility to
exploit more in depth the longitudinal behaviour of each user, beyond the small panel effects found, is of potentially great interest, to
determine the impact of trip purpose or external influences such as weather.
We also plan to explore other information provisions or adapted information during a trip. Additional information on the amount of
alternatives considered by each user can improve the analysis of the CS size. In addition, we plan to compare the users’ choices with the
available alternatives in case of disruptions in the network, to identify how the users react to disturbances and in which cases a user
sticks to a plan, or changes it.
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